LaGuar dia visits Presi dents ' Counc il

By DAVE KIRTLEY

host and students have been increasingly unwilling to sign up as hosts
SPORTS EDITOR
since the arrest last year of Ryan
'99, in connection with an
Hambleton
"You don't like us because we spoil
party. Following that
off-campus
your good time. We're the bad guys,
homore
Lindsey Huntoon
party,
sop
and we don't mind being the bad
third-floor
bedroom wuifell
from
her
guys," Sgt BobLaGuardia of the
in
rehabilitation.
remains
dow
and
Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement
LaGuardia explained that accordtold Presidents' Council Thursday.
ing
to Maine law, a party host assumes
Despite major changes in Colby's
legal
liability for any violations.of the
alcohol policy,and the "First Night of
or
any injuries that occur to the
law,
Loudness" event which passed witheven after they've left the
partygoers,
out incident, LaGuardia was noticeparty.
Liability
can reach $250,000, not
ably reluctant to give the school credit
including
medical
expenses that can
for any progress.
into
millions
of
dollars.
"I'm not familiar with the. poli- go
Party hosts assume liability even
cies," said LaGuardia. 'Things go on
for
incidents that may seem impossithat I don't feel comfortable with."
ble
to
control/ such as students sneakLiquor inspectors have nearly put
ing
leer
to their underage friends, or
an end to large, public parties. Each
such party must have a 21-year-old presenting false identification.

"Probably half of you have them in
briefly about his personal views on
your wallets right now," LaGuardia
Maine's laws.When asked whether he
said, commenting on the ubiquity of
believed the 21 drinking age was
fake driver's licenses.
unfair or ineffective, LaGuardia
When asked whether there was
' think (the drinking age)
responded, 1
any practical way to host a party,
should be higher." At the same time,
LaGuardia suggested hiring a caterer.
he conceded that "just as many old
He was doubtful, though, that a caterpeople get into trouble (with alcoing service would host a college party
hol.)"
because of the same liability issues ments involved an explanation and greater than .08 percent. LaGuardia
LaGuardia also asserted that,
clarification of Maine's myriad alcohol said, however, th&t drivers who had despite what many students may
that threaten students.
When asked whether his goal was laws. These include the "zero toler- blood-alcohol levels of less than the think, the inspectors do use common
the total elimination of underage ance" provision, making it a crime to legal limit could be charged if they sense when meting out punishments.
drinking on college campuses, and drive with any amount of alcohol in exhibited signs of intoxication.
"We do make an effort to find out
It is also illegal to allow underage whaf s really going on," he said.
also whether he believed that to be a your system if you are under 21.
realistic goal, LaGuardia responded Minors found driving under while students to drink in yotir room, even if
Any questions about liquor laws
that there would probably always be having alcohol in their system are not they bring the alcohol in from outside. can be directed to the MaineBureau of
some sort of underage drinking. He arrested, but will have their licenses All the same penalties apply equally Liquor Enforcement at 624-8973. That
to "non-alcoholic" beverages such as number was changed recently,and the
said his goal, however, was to main- suspended by the Secretary of State.
tain "some kind of control."
Legal drinkers are not permitted to O'Douls.
number that appearson collegehandLaGuardia was also questioned outs is no longer correct.
The majority of LaGuardia's com- drive with a blood-alcohol level of

WOULD YOU CROSS JOHNSON POND FOR $200?

Employee transferred
to Bookstore following
online registration
By JACQUELINE
OGUTHA
STAFF WRITER

JENNY O'DONNELL / THE COLBY ECHO

Members of the "Sun of a Beach" regatta team cross J ohnson Pond on Saturday., Six teams entered the contest in hopes for the $200
pri ze.Some teams fared better than others, as one group that had its boat immediately tip over and fall apart. Hurricane Floy d left
the skies clear for the event, which included a pond-side barbecue.

15 summonsed at party
By MATT APUZZO
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Waterville
Police
officials
Wednesday broke up an off-campus
party near the corner of Main Street
and Edwards Street. Officers summonsed 10 minors for possession of
alcohol and five upperclassmen for
providing alcohol to minors and for
disorderly conduct.
The renters of th e hou se,
Geoffrey Mason '00 of Glens Falls,
N.Y, Jeffrey Boyer '00 of
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^""""^^^^^^
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Coburn:
Dana:
Drummond:
Foss:
Gq-Ho:
J olinson:
teonard :

Bernardsville, N.J., Jeremy Barron
'00 of Denver, Colo., Christopher
Marks '00 of Bronxville, N.Y., and
Jeremy Kidde '00 of Essex Falls, N.J.
were summonsed for providing
alcohol to minors and for disorderl y
conduct. All are 21,
Ten other students were summonsed for possession of alcohol by
a minor.
Police officials broke up the party
after receiving two noise complaints , They confiscated four kegs
of beer from the house.

For the past 10 years, Rita
Bowman has worked in the
Registrar 's office, handling the
student registration that is now on
the Web.
Her tenure there ended three
weeks ago, howe-ver, when she
found out she had been transferred to the Colby Bookstore.
"I knew it was coming," said
Bowman. "But I had not anticipated it to be so soon, maybe after a
year or so."
Because Bowman was "the
most recently employed member
of the department," she said she
knew she was the one who would
be transferred.
According to Registrar George
Coleman, on-line registration
aimed "to improve and streamline
services, reduce -the amount of
paperwork, and ensure better
planning and organization."
The system, which began
implementation o-ver a year ago,
"rivals any system, in the country,"
Coleman said,
He added that as a result of the
re-engineering, Bowman's transer
was anticipated.
"A position opened up in the
Bookstore which made the transfer possible," he said.
Bowman, who ran a store several years ago said a lot had
changed with new technology,
"It's kind of scary," she said,
"but I'm pretty adaptable. I've
done it before and I can do it
again."
Despite the shift from one
department to another, Bowman
said there was no change in the
number of hours she was required
to work or in her earnings.
"I kept my houis and pay, and I
work lots of overtime so I earn a
little more," she said.
Asked about the College's policy on transferring workers,

BECAUSE BOWMAN
WAS "THE MOST
RECENTLY EMPLOYED
MEMBER OF THE
DEPARTMENT," SHE
SAID SHE KNEW SHE
WAS THE ONE WHO
WOULD BE TRANSFERRED.
Douglas Reinhardt, Associate Vice
President for. Finance, and
Treasurer of the College, said as
the college re-engineers itself, it
""tries to find placement elsewhere
for any workers who may be
affected."
He said there have not been
many transfer cases, but in general, "the person would be placed in
a comparable position so that
compensation would, not be affected."
He pointed out, however, that
"it's not a guarantee, but it is
something we try to do."
While most services pertaining
to registration are now on the
Web, there are some procedures
that still require paperwork.
"There are elements like changing credit or changing one's major
or minor that require authorization and are still done on paper,"
said the Coleman, adding that no
other changes in staff size were
anticipated in the near future.
Bowman said she was "well
received" at the Bookstore and the
staff there was excited about a
new person.
"People still come up to me in
the bookstore and ask me registration questions," she said.
Commenting on the transfer,
the Coleman said Bowman "has
the skills that will work to the
Bookstore's advantage" and
added, "we're going to miss her."
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colb y
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
I
Letters
The Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances , print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at -cho@co.by.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author , not of the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article , please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus. .
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call
(207)87203786, e-mail echoads @colby.edu , or tax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu

207* 872*3349

Off the Hill

Bates students must
how dean own rooms

debt to "a lack of communication
with the business office." As a result
of the debt, Mello stated that "Clubs
will receive three fourths of what
they were allocated last year." This
attempt at money conservation ,
accord ing t o Mello , is being used "to
save Spring Weekend." The Trinit y
SGA has agreed with the college to
pay ba ck $50,000 a year for 4 years
and the college agreed to waive
$19,000 of the debt. "It was unfortunate that this happene d but we have
learned from our past mistakes and
now have established separate communications so we can ensure that
this never happens again ."

BmtesCollege
Lewiston , ME

The students of Bates College
might actuall y have to dean their
own rooms. Over the summer , the
administra t ors at Bat es College
changed the policy of the custodial
staff so that they will no longer be
vacuuming and dusting student 's
rooms as par t of the normal cleaning
routine. Now, in order to get their
rooms deaned Bates students must
show that their rooms are an "obvious mess. " Unfor tunatel y, vacuums
will not be available for priva te use.
Instead , the Bates administration
has made sweepers available in
every dorm and campus house.
These changes were imp lemented in
order to allow the custodial staff
more time to clean the common

Tragedy befalls BU
student
Boston University
Boston , Mass.

Bos t on Universi ty so phomore
Joshua Hackell is in stable condition
after falling throug h a skylig ht last
Mond ay mornin g. Climbing on top
of a campus building with some
other friends , Hackell fell four stories and became enta ngled in the
pipes of the nearb y dorm 's wa t er
system. Dama ge to the dorm 's
water pipes resulted in the evacuation of the buildin g due to minor
floodin g.

rooms and lounges.

Whoops!!!

Trinity College
Har tford , Conn.
Members of the Student
Government at Trinity College were
in for quite a surprise when the college's business office informed them
that they were in $219,000 in debt.
SGA Vice President of Finance ,
Darrick Mello attributed this huge

Compiled by Gareth Osborn

Famed speaker Kilboiime shows
deception in advertising business

By MELISSA KRAUSE

CONTRIBUTI - .G WRITER

Dr. J ean Kilboum e's lec ture and
slideshow pres entation labeled
"Deadly Persuasion : Adv erti sing
and Addiction/ ' shocke d many
students by revealing to th em the
f alse images por trayed hy advertisers to sell the ir produ cts to
unsusp ecting consumers.
Kilboume 's lecture , which was
held at 8 p.m. in the Page
Commons Room of Cot ter Union
on Wedne sday, Septermb er 15,
focused mainly on the images of
cigarettes , alcohol, and women in
the media.
Voted one of the three most
popu lar speakers on college campuses by the New York Times
Mag azine, Kilbourne uti lized actual ads in her slideshow presentation to empha size the slick marketing techniq ues used to sell
alcohol and nicotine. Kilbourn e commenced her lecttire revealing that the average
Ameri can is exposed t o 3,000 ads
per day, and that the "advertising
influence is quick , cumula tive,
and unconscious. "
She then spoke about nicotine ,
stating that more than 4,000
deaths a year occur from cigarettes , and that "nicotine is the
most addic tiv e drug of al , and the
harde st to kick. "
An
ex-smoker
herself ,
Kilb ourne made it clear : "I' m not
anti-smoker , I' m anti- the tobacco
industry, " an indus try that spends
$6 billion a year on adver tising.
Her talk focused on how the
tobacco industry targets its consumers , using Marlboro as an
ex a mp le. Now the number-oneselling cigare tt e brand , Marlboro
was ori ginall y s old as a cigarette
for women, including a red tip to
hide lipstick stains.
The company then changed its
advertising campai gn to appeal to
men a s well , thus increasin g its
sales.
Ac cording to Kilbourne , one of
the tobacco industries main targets is children , because "90 percen t of smokers s t ar t before
they 're 18." Kids are more likely to
t ry smoking because they "want to
look older and seem rebellious. "
Ci gare tt e a ds appeal t o younger
genera tions by featuring young ,
sexy people, and by the controversial use of car toon characters.
Old J oe Camel is " as recognizable t o six year olds as Mickey
Mouse. " Camel 's new adver tisements trivialize the Sur geon
General 's Warning.
Tobacco companies also have
offers for free packs of cigare t tes
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The Echo's Arts & Entertainment section wants to publicize upcoming events. Please e-mail any ,
critical dates and information to the attention of Ryan Davis at echo@colby.edu
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appealing by making them seem
sexy a nd luxur ious. Howev er,
Kilbourne pointed out that on the
contrary, alcohol is linked with
STD's, rape , and sexual dysfunction. Advertisers also target coir
lege students , prom ot ing bing e
drinking and blackouts .
Yet Kilbourne gave a startlin g
statistic that "the same percent of
college students today will die of
alcohol poison ing as will get
advanced degrees. "
Yet Kilboume ' s lecture was not
meant to depress Colb y students ,
but to make them , aware. She suggests that we work on prevention
of slick advertising by inducing
higher prices and more blata nt
warning labels on cigarettes , and
counter-advertising that de-glamori zes smok in g and drinkiag.
She feels that we, should be
" more conscious of our attitudes
of these products , and where these
attitudes come from ."
Kilboume ' s presen tat ion was
the third in a series of Wellness
lectures that will take place in
Cotter Union this year.
She hopes to enlighten peop le
to the subliminal messages that
advertisements are continuall y
bomb arding them with.
For more informa tion , interested students can contact her website at J eanKilbourne.com.
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in youth oriented magazines in an
attempt to encourage children to
become addic t ed at a younger a ge.
In fac t, "3 ,000 children must
become addicted every day t o
rep lace smok ers who die or quit. "
Kilbourn e also focused on the
por tra yal of women in ads. She
point ed out a Virgini a Slims ad in
which a beautiful , young , thin
model is embarrassed t o be seen in
a ba thing suit. Such por t ray a ls
cause average women to feel inferior to others. "Th e worse you feel

about yourself , the more likel y
you are to buy things ."
She then made the connection
between thin models and eat ing
disorders , pointing out that "at
least one in five young women
today have an eatin g disorder ,"
and that 80 percent of forth
graders are on diets.
The avera ge consumer is not
aware of the air-brushin g that
goes on behind the scenes to make
models appear per fect, or the fact
that the wei ght of an average
model is 23 percent less than the
weight of the average woman.
Kilb ourne also revealed how "we
are the product" sold to the advertisers. She pr esented some appalling
slides that showed magazines and
TV channels tr ying to market its
viewers to the advertisers.
One MTV ad tried to gain sponsor s by referring to its viewers as
followers , implying that if they
could sell their product to one person, all of his friends would buy it
too.
Alcohol a dv er tis ing w as nex t
on Kilboume 's agenda. She pointed out that alcohol is the leading
cause of dea th for young peop le in
America , and that alcohol kills
over 100,009 peop le annuall y.
Also , in Americ a, the average age
that people start to drink is 12.
Adver tisers make alcohol ads
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THE AVERAGE
CONSUMER IS NOT
AWARE OF THE
AIR-BRUSHING THAT
GOES ON BEHIND THE
SCENES TO MAKE
MODELS APPEAR
PERFECT OR THE
FACT THAT THE
WEIGHT OF AN
AVERAGE MODEL IS
23 PERCENT LESS
THAN THE WEIGHT OF
THE AVERAG E WOMAN

SOMETHING HAPPENING???

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS - Join America 's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas , Cruises, and Florida. Now hiring
1 on-campus reps. Call 3-800-648-4849 or visit online @ www.ststravel.com

ALEXIS FINE/ THE COLB .. ECHO

Dr. J ean Kilbourne speaks with students follow ing her lecture. Kilbourne, an expert in advertising, pointed out the many misleading tactics used in the business of persuasion.
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Dinin g Hall music fever: catch it!

,_

Cleaning up our act

STAFFWRITER

Folk singing still alive :.'

Bill Berlinghoff and Tom Berger
from the math department are back
again this year to lead weekly gatherings of folk music sharing.
Anyone who wants to sing alongi
play along or just listen is invited
to the Mary Low Coffeehouse
Tuesday nights from 7 to 9:30 to
hear folk music meant for sharing."

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since the beginning of time,
humans and animals have eaten a
variety of different foods including berries, meats, roots, and
insects. Names like herbivore, carnivore, vegetarian, cannibal, piscatarian, lacto-vegetarian, and
Vegan have been
bestowed
upon
those who eat items
only under a certain
and often limited
category.
Veganism is one
of the lesser known
eating habits in the
world. Similar to
vegetarianism, but
taken a step further,
vegans do not eat or
use meat, dairy, and
other animal products or by-products.
3n other words, they
Swill not eat milk,
tggs, and nonkosher
gelatin.
Some staunch vegans go so far as to
hot eat anything
^containing honey or
yeast.
« "Many
peop le
don 't understand
the vegan concept ,"
said Myra Romero 'OO. "They
think that just because something
is vegetarian it' s okay for me to
eat. It' s not the same. "
•j Those who become vegan
choose to do so for various reasons such as animal rights , heal th,
environm ent al, resource use, spiritual, and ethical , Some feel that
animal-based agriculture is a
major contrib utor to environmen tal destruction , and others believe
fhat the human digestive system is
designed for plant-based foods
'only. Ther efore , nn animal-free
die t would increase digestion system efficiency and help improv e
the over-all workings of the digestive system. Eating mainly plant s
instead of animals and dairy products also incorpora tes a diet low in
cholesterol / high in fiber , high in
vitamins and minerals , low in satpirated fat , nnd low in sodium , the
ifnajority , of yegons , like vegetnrllimj {stay away front men t because
'
is wrong.
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WMHB update

WMHB, Colby's flagship radio

station, which has been off the air

Students' reactions to the dining
hall music were either indifferent or
positive; the only station students
asked to have banned was the one
heard in Dana playing the Backstreet
Boys.
"Dana's music chugs compared
to Foss," said Day Thornton '01.
"The classical music is a nice

backdrop for conversation." add s
Pete Nowak '03.
Many . agreed that while the
music isnit always noticed, its effects
were appreciated.
While some expressed a need for
a greater variety, Lisa DeKeukelaere
'03 had this to say: "I think the idea
of playing music in the dining halls

because of inhumane treatment of
the cows.
"I became a vegan because
dairy cows are pumped full of
hormones and chemicals and lead
miserable lives," a Colby junior
said.
Some people feel it just is not
necessary to eat meat to lead a
well-balanced life. Plants are able

entrees and one vegetarian entre
at
lunch
and
dinner.
Unfortunately, the vegetarian enti
is just that vegetarian—it may or
may not be vegan. Foss offers the
most selection out of the three dining halls. Daily, one meat entrtse
and two vegetarian entrees, one of
which is vegan, are offered.
The meals are "pretty good for
the most part," said a junior.
Other students had opposing
viewpoints
concerning
the
entrees, desserts, and overall
choices.
"It can be difficult to find proper nutrition in the dining halls,"
Thornton said.
The overwhelming complaint
about vegan foods at Colby concerned the lack of any vegan
desserts. A large number of students are forced to pacif y their
sweet toothes with a piece of fruit
or cereal .
"My dessert is usually toast
and jell y," Romero said.
Students eagerly offered suggestions to fix the lack of
desserts. Vegan muffins,
g
y
cookies, and breads came
up repeatedly. Other sug1
gestions included sorbet,
soy ice cream, and soy
Vegan Websites: •
yogurt. While most of
these dessert would
www.vegan.org - A nonprofi t organization
appeal to only the vegan
seeking to enhance public awarenes s abou t or perhaps vegetarian
crowd, sorbet and sherbet
the vegan diet and lifestyle.
appear to be fairly simple
and quick fixes to the curwww.vegan.com - " Disparagin g Meat
rent problem,
Many Colby students
Since 1997"
a re beg ging for a larger
selection of vegan foods.
www.hut.f -/~jstalvio/cookbooklA ^egan- They do not eat the meats
index.ht.nl • A sizable list of vegan recipes and dairy products that
other students eat; in contrast , any pe rson can pick
www.veganoutreach.org - An international
up po t ato es , r i ce, t ofu ,
organization dedica ted to furthering educa- and sorbet ,
Even though the vegan
tion on veganis m.
selection is thought to be
lacking in cer t ain areas, it
to provide everything or almost has improved in the past years ,
every thing thnt is needed to sur"We have been growing our
vive,
vegan program ," sa i d Terry
"We believe that eating plants Landry, manager of Foss Dining
is the healthies t, happiest , most- Hnll , "Last year was a bi g boos t
fun nu tritional strategy a human when we began to offer an organic
being can adopt ," said J im Oswald salad and a vegan entrfee. "
from www.pla ntbased.com.
Several students , vegan and
Vegans at Colby College benefit vegetarian, feel that the food is
from the var iety of foods from fine, bu t it is the handling that
three dining halls plus tho J oseph needs the improvement. They
Family Spa. Dana does not offer think the bowls, utensils , and
nny stric tly vegan items at every gr ills used in food prepara tion
meal ; however, thiire Is ah oxter. ' should be carefully cleaned
sive , snlAd ba t available daily. between uses, not just meals.
Rober ts Hall offers two meat Without nny cleaning, sortie food

is a good one,but the student body's
tastes are too diverse to have one station satisfy everyone."
The only concrete musical request
came from Pete Girard '01, who's
hoping for some B-52's, but he went
on to note, "Whatever Terry picks
out, I'm all right with it, becau se
Terry's a great guy"

General consensus: raggae and
jazz, good, 'N Sync..-.not so good.
When asked why music was brought
to the dining halls, Terry says, "You
have to feel through this life, and u se
your intuition." He looks up smiling; "People feel music."
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Support Colby Families .
The annual Family WeekendCraft
Fair will be held on October 30. Any
member of the Colby faculty or staff
is welcome to have a space at the ifair
for a $5 fee. All craft work should be'
hand-made by Colby' employees,.
Spaces are limited to a first come first
serve basis.
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tends to remain behind.
"I have gotten ham in my
omelet four times since I have
been back at school," said
Vegetarian Caitlin Nelson '00.
A number of students at Colby
expressed an interest in taking action
about the vegan options available on
campus. Many voiced the opinion
that they are tired of waiting for the
administration to do the work.
Several are considering starting a
vegan society, like those around the
world and on other campuses.

iVedeCiverto camp us!

{Pastries , bagels,sandwehesj dt
, y Bean s
MASTER VISA AMEX DISCOVER

207 872 87lj
1 103 MainSt Watewm, Ma in *.

It looks like a perfect d.
The only problem is, it's a p. ^^^^^H
^^^^^H

World Ve an Da
November

'

since July, is still awaiting authoriza-i
tion from the FCC to go bacR"oh~the
air. According to the station manager,
the radio station will likely receive
notice to return to the air-waves after
a few details are negotiated.
Apparently, the FCC officials were
not able to meet because of Hurricane
Floyd, slowing down the authorization process. WMHB managers are
hopeful that the okay will come
through in time for the October 4
reinstatement.

GARETH OSBORN / THE COLBY ECHO

Options available, more needed , say vegans
By ELYSSA FORD

J

Colby Environmental studies
majors will now be funded for studying East Pond's dangerous levels of
phosphorus. The East Pond
Association has made a partnership
with the Environmental Studies
Department to raise funds to study
the pond. For the past two years, the
pond has experienced algal bIodihs>
denoting high levels of phosphorus
concentrations. Students Carri4
Brooke, '00, and Jon Brooks, '99; lived
and worked at the pond, and othef
students were able to take sediment
samples since last winter. Colby stu*
dents will develop prevention and
remediation recornmendatic>ris for
presentation to the East ..Pond
Association board this year. ., ,,. ,. .., .,

By JENNIFER RADIL
Behold, in all her glory, the
DMX Audio System. Locked
behind an inconspicuous cupboard door in Foss, this baby does
-ill but blend in. Standing about
?three and a half feet tall, this symphonic superpower towers over
the typ ical dining hall patron,
making all those who see it tremble with trepidation. Yoxir hand,
tentatively stretching towards the
power button, slowly passes over
twenty different knobs and dials
before pausing to rest on
"On/ Off." With all the moxie you
.can muster, you go for it; the
;almighty system's speakers crackle a moment before belching
out...Yanni?
Yes, boys and girls, this bass
pumping behemoth may look fit to
play nothing but early 90's dir t
metal, but New Age and Classical
stations are more her style. The system of which we speak is responsible
for the tunes heard in Dana and Foss
dining halls. Dana's DMX system
was implemented last year, while
She one in Foss was added during
the renovations. The system is programmed with 30 different channels,
each featuring a musical genre, such
as "Traditional Blues" or "Light
Jazz." But who dictates what sounds
float into the ears of Colby students?
"I try to feel the vibe of the hall. If
I feel a lot of energy, I like to turn it
up and get the beat rolling," say s
Foss manager Terry Landry.
' Originally bringing tapes from
home, Terry now resorts mainly to
the New Age and Light Jazz stations
in the mornings, while the more
popular Reggae and Sixties Rock
tunes are played afternoons and
evenings. However, should you f ind
yourself thinking that the music is
simply unbearable, it will be good to
know that requests for station
changes are usually honored.
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. It's dyslexia.A reading disability where
$ome kidi confuse their dWith their p's.b's
and a)t.But, with the right help,most of diesc
kida can go on to do well in school, Call ,
U88-GR84fi_W
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Outing Club conquers Katahdin-s 5^267-foot peak

By JON LOEB

THE FRESH RAINS

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

CREATED NUMEROUS
WATERFALLS THAT

The trip to Katahdin, run annually as part of the Outing Club's
constitution and usually a very
popular trip, was not as well
attended this year due to the terrible -weather that proceeded it. Yet
torrential downpours and brutal
winds could not sway the hardcore members of the Outing Club
from venturing to Baxter State
Park following the COOT slide
show last Friday.
' Arriving, at the park around
1:00 Saturday morning, the majority of the adventurers spent the
duration of the morning cramped
in the back of a Suburban instead
of setting up tents in the rain.
Although the hikers received
only four hours of sleep at best,
when they woke later that morning at 5:30, all were cheery-eyed to
see that the rain had dissipated
and that the sun had come out.
Bearing the early morning chill
and a sparse, cold breakfast, the

CASCADED DOWN THE
CLIFFS ON THE FRONT
OF THE PEAK CREATING A MAJESTIC
MIST THROUGHOUT
THE BOWL.

Outing Club members forged out
on the trail enthused to begin their
journey at about 8:00.
The hike was gorgeous, as the
weather was perfect for hiking;
not too cold nor too hot, the hikers
were able to maintain a steady
pace arriving at the base of the
mountain around 10:00. The
mountain itself was an. awesome
sight. Rising steeply out of the
Maine landscape, Baxter Peak is

extraordinarily exposed to the elements and nearly the entire peak
is above the tree line. Baxter and
the Knife Rid ge, which connects
Baxter to an adjacent mountain,
Pamola, create an impressive
"bowl."
The fresh rains created numerous waterfalls that cascaded down
the cliffs on the front of the peak
creating a majestic mist throughout the bowl. In addition, winds
reaching 70mph caused what
clouds there were in the sky to
wisp over the summit of the peak
with amazing rapidity causing
Club members to feel as though
they stood at the . base of Everest
not Baxter.
I3_e group chose to ascend the
peak via the Cathedral Trail, one
of the more difficult routes to the
summit. The trail scales a field of
large boulders that extends all the
way to the top. These boulders,
coupled by the high winds and
rain, which made the rocks quite
slippery, made for difficult and
often
treacherous climbing.

Moving at a good clip, however, ed to descend down to the saddle
the group reached the top of the between Baxter and Hadlin.
5,267-foot-high mountain around Arriving back at the cars around
5:00, all felt a great sense of accomnoon.
Unable to traverse the infa- plishment and were pleased that
mous "Knife Edge" due to exceed- they chose to stay on the tri p
ingly high winds, the Club decid- despite the ominous weather on

Friday. As Co-president Jason St.
Claire noted "those that didn't get
frightened off by the rain had a 1
great time" although some were ,^
slightly disappointed that no
moose were spotted.
Anyone who's still interested in '
joining the Outing Club can stop
by their office in the Mary Low
basement between six and seven
p.m. Monday through Friday, or
call co-presidents Jason St. Claire
or Carrie Brooke. Club members
^
can elect to join for a semester for .^
$10 or for the year for $15. There
are no additional fees to participate in any of the Club's excursions.
The Outing Club intends to run
trips every weekend, at least for the
first part of this semester. The
Outing Club will also sponsor a fall
break hiking or canoeing trip and a_ _«
spring break trip to either Utah or^
California.
Club members should lookout for
trip sign-up sheets posted Tuesday
mornings on the club's bulletin
board in Cotter Union.
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SUMMER FADING FAST
Two students return
to their dorms, new
books in hand on
what could be one of
the last beautif u l
days before the Maine
winter sets in.
The past few weeks
on Mayflower Hill —
with the exception of
a brief bout with the
rains from Hurricane
Floyd — have been
expep tional.
Students have taken
advantage of the
weather by stud ying
outside, partici pa ting
in I-Play sportS j and
tossing the Frisbee
around.
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'September 23,1999

Artist 's Spotlight: Filmmaker Nora Jacobson
Director of "My Mother 's Ea rlyLovers' will attend the f i l m's premiere Saturday night
(played in flashbacks by Molly
who was Tom Hanks' sister
Hickok,
A+E EDITOR
in "Philadelphia") changes drastically when Louise's long-forgotten
' Vermont-based filmmaker Nora diaries are found in a hayloft.
Jacobson believes in the power of
The film dramatizes the events of
cinema. She says with each film she the diaries as sepia-toned interludes,
makes, "I really want to move the a quaint style that effectively conaudience and make a difference in trasts Louise's wild and disturbing
their lives. I try to make my movies younger days. Maple is forced to
resonate so people think about them deal with such unexpected revelaafter they leave the theater."
tions as her mother's reckless
If a film does not have that effect promiscuity and forays into socialon viewers, she wonders "Why ism as well as the horrifying fact that
bother?"
while visiting a socialistcompound,
Moviegoers will get a chance to Louise was raped and impregnated
see Jacobson's philosophy in action by a young fanner. Most revolting of
this weekend when her film "My all, the perpetrator was Wendall,
Mother's Early Lovers," the wrench- Maple's father, who Louise incoming story about a woman who finds prehensibly married after the attack.
hei dead mother's diaries and must The baby born as a result of the
face the shocking truths they con- attack is Maple's older brother
tain, premieres at Railroad Square, Calvin (George Woodard), a sad
Jacobson herself will be on hand at drunk who, in a parallel story, is
the theater Saturday night to answer arrested for violating his ex-wife's
questions and will be accompanied restraining order. The two stories
by David Perm, who composed the interweave to movingly show the
film's haunting score. In addition, tragic ways in which past events
Sybill Smith, who co-wrote the film shape the present.
with Jacobson, and Carol Green,
The most surprising aspect of the
who publicized it, will attend the film is that all the sequences dealing
Friday night showings, which will with Louise's early life are taken verbe a benefit for the Women's batim from the similarly forgotten
Development Institution, a Maine- diaries of writer Sybill Smith's own
based women's advocacy group.
late mother (the modern day story
"My Mother's Early Lovers" fol- about Maple, Calvin and the rest of
lows Maple (Sue Ball), a young psy- the family is fiction, though it is
chiatric nurse from Vermont whose "inspired by reality," according to
perception of her late mother Louise
Jacobson).
Smith originally fashioned the diaries into a
novel, though one with a
very different narrative
structure from the film the first half of the book
concerned Louise, the
second half Maple.
Meanwhile, Jacobson
was hard at work finishing "Delivered Vacant" a
documentary
about
homelessness and other
housing problems in
Hoboken, N.J., that she
had been laboring on for
eight years. Upon completion, the film played at
both the New York and
Sundance Film Festivals,
but Jacobson was in no
OFF THE GRID PRODUCTIONS
hurry to get back to work.
Nora J aco bson on the set of "My Mother's She returned home to her
Earl y Lovers."
native Vermont to rest.

By RYAN DAVIS

While there, her sister gave her a
book and said, "You have to read
this." The book was "My Mother's
Early Lovers" and the author was a
friend of Jacobson's sister.
"When I was reading the book,"
Jacobson said, "I don't know why,
but it just hit me - this would make a
great movie."
Perhaps her reaction stems from
the fact that the story fits so well into
Jacobson's cinematic interests: she
says that she enjoys films deal with
philosophical issues in daily life and
that try to answer the question "how
do you make life transcend the dayto-day existence?"
"My Mother's Early Lovers" full-illsboth provisions nicely.
Jacobson and Smith met at lunch
at die sister's house, and Jacobson
suggested that the two artists collaborate on a screenplay that Jacobson
would direct. Smith was enthusiastic, though she had never attempted
to write a script before. Similarly,
Jacobson, with a background mainly
in the experimental, non-narrative

Thursday, Sept. 23
4 p.m. Pugh Center Lecture: "ExNuns and Bad Girls" by religious
studies professor Debra Campbell.
A reception will follow.
7 pm Oak Institute Presentation.
Pugh Center, Cotter Union.
Emmanuel Dongala-Boundzeki, a
writer from Brazzaville in the
Republic of Congo, will read from
his fiction selections and present
"An . African View of Human
Rights."
7:30 p.m. The Colby Film Society
presents the James Bond classic
"From Russia With Love" starring
the inimitable Sean Connery and
introduced by professor Weisbrot.
Keyes 105.

films she studied at the Art Institute

of Chicago (she began the documentary upon discovering that there is
no way to make a living doing
experimental films. "I had to teach
myself how to make 'regular'
movies," she says), had neither written a script nor directed actors.
Still, the director says that the
process was "a neat collaboration.
Some people have trouble collaboOFF THE GRID PRODUCTIONS
rating with others, but we worked Molly Hickok stars as Louise in Nora J acobson's "My Mother 's
quite well together."
Earl y Lovers."
Possibly die most trying aspect of
couple
from her hometown interest- town before the awards were
the writing was Jacobson's vision of
ed
in
financing
a film project. Within announced and only heard about the
meshing past and present in die
seven
months
the
Stetsons (the film's victory by phone. Still, she says, "I'm
film, a significant departure from
executive
producers)
had raised the really pleased" about the award.
Smith's book.
budget
Asked what exactly she will be
$200,000
and
shooting was
"I imagine it was very hard for
doing
when she attends the film on
underway
in
Vermont.
her," Jacobson said. "It was her
The
process
went
smoothly
Saturday,
she replies, "I'm just going
for
a
book, her ideas and her family, and
director
unaccustomed
to
'regular'
to
be
there.
I might introduce it or
here is someone coming in and saysomething,
but
I want the film to
movies
and
Jacobson
had
a
hand
in
ing, 'No, let's do it this way.'"
nearly
speak
for
itself."
She
is willing to speak
every
aspect
of
the
producSmith eventually went along
with
anyone
in
attendance
about the
tion:
in
addition
to...writing
and
with the new plot structure and the
directing
she
also
produced
editfilm,
from
the
interview
and
judging
and
project was on its way.
ed
the
film.
seeking
her
out to
done
for
this
story,
In the course of writing the script,
chat
would
be
well
worth
the
effort!
"My
Mother's
Early
Lover's"
won
the director injected some of her own
The film is compelling and original,
experiences into the story, resulting the First Place Jury Award at the New
Haven
Film
Festival
in
A
the
director is {asdnating to talk to and
and
the
pril
in "an amalgam of experiences. I
Audience
Award
at
the
Maine
you
got a free Railroad Square pass in
wanted to make it more universal"
your
mailbox last week. Essentially,
International
Film
Festival
held
at
than just one family and its story.
you
have
no good reason not to see
Railroad
Square
in
July.
When the script was finished,
Unfortunately,
she
attended
"My
Mother's
Early Lovers" on
though
Jacobson had trouble getting funding
Saturday
night.
the
Festival
in
Waterville,
she
left
until she met Bill and Jane Stetson, a

Artist and collector David
Driskell speaks at Museum

j /ails
l lt0bout
l
t f< Back
to schoolf a ll set special:
"Forever French " $30

By CAITLIN McDONALD
STAFF WRITER

David C. Driskell started small.
But he didn't stay that way,
After being raised in rural North
Carolina by parents who never
iskell packed up
attended school, Dr
to attend Howard University without even applying. It took him a
year , but he got in, and today is one
of the most renowned African
American artists.
His involvement in the art world
extends far beyond his own painting, teaching and collecting. Driskell
also hel ps universities build their
collec tions, has advised President
Clint on in pick ing the firs t Afr ican
Amer ican piece to a dd to the White
House collection and serves as the
COMMUNICATIONS
curator of Bill Cosby's personal colClementine
Hunter
Baptism,
's
one
of
the
pieces
from
David
lection, the largest Afr ican Amer ican
art collection in the world.
DriskeU' s collection currently on display at the Art Museum
An exhibit featuring DriskeU's
own paintings as well as works from body, After college, he received a interpretations of "The Plight of
his extensive collect ion of other scholarship to the Skowhegan Egypt," to intricate collages, porworks is currently on display at the School of Art and Sculpture in traits and abstract pieces, He also
Colby Art Museum, The exhibit Maine. Though the state was totally painted a church series drawing
began in Maryland and will later be new to him, the beautiful landscape from his own experiences in southshown in San Francisco, Atlanta and made such a lasting impression that ern black churches in which he
Newark after it closes here Oct, 17. he now owns a house here.
emphasizes the idea of angels
Last week , the museum sponsored
His contributions as an artist are watching over us, Finally, he

fAn Evening with an Artist /' nn
eivent at which the artist discussed
his love of art and offered advice to
both artists and art lovers,
; Wpf iBYs\V9 parents taught him that
pclucation was the way out of mistry. He began his university educatibfi as a history major. Although he
^
5|ia(J always been a gifted artist as a
£eMd, he did not realize that art was
*%7ffu^ passion until a college art
|J »lr0fessor.9flwto
his drawin gs and con*
switch his , major ,
^iiu;edJiim

endless, but when asked he cannot
categorize his ait as ono particular
style, He has studied many styles
over the years with nature develop*
ing into his favorite theme. In fact,
he says that his three most important
influences have been nat ure, his
acknowledgment of his African her*
itage and his upbringing as a
Christian. He has also drawn inspiration from the works of Cezanne
and Rtynbrandt.
His works range from city scenes
'
ProU
with
social relevance such as hli
p
^
;tb
go
cdliSgo
,arid
;bcf
aoirpe.
"City
iiffi ^' ; . ¦ ; ;
Quart* . " 'to Ids own religious
¦
¦
'
'
'
;
'
i|W5*j|^'v'. v ; .; ' y :.(; , . .;, ' . ;. ;,. - .7
o77'
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designed sixty-five stained .glass
windows for a church with nature
and education as the overriding
theme,
Driskell once learned that In
prder to gain support from other
artists , one has to support them, He
put this idea into practice by becoming an avid collector. His collection
Includes pieces by Grafton Tyler
Brown, the first African American to
go west and point what he saw, as
well as pieces by Charles Ethan
See DRISKELl v continued on page 6
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"Abelardo Morell and the
Camera Eye" a new exhibit opening
at the Bowdoin College Museum of
Art and spotlighting the work of
Morell "a Cuban-born artist whose
photographs transfer everyday
objects and ocurrences into mesmerizing, almost magical images,"
according to a press release. The
exhibit will run through December
12.
Friday,Sept. 24
10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Barn Dance in
Foss Dining Hall, sponsored by
Mary Low Commons.
8 p.m Wyclef Jean and the
Refugee All Stairs will perform at
the Gray Athletic Center at Bates
College. Tickets are $22 and can be
purchased at Bull Moose Music at
the Elm Plaza <next to K-Mart). Call
795-7496 for more information.
Saturday. Sept. 25
9 p.m. -1 a.m. Black Light Party,
Heights
Community
Room.
Sponsored by Lovejoy Commons.
12 p.m. - 2 p.m. Colby Martial
Arts Meeting at the Dance Studio,
Everyone is welcome and no experience is necessary.Also meets Mon,
and Wed. 7 p.m.
7 p.m. The Brazilian band
Olodum plays at the Library
Quadrangle at Bates.
8 p.m.The Maine Music Society
performs at the Olin Concert Hall at
Bates.
10 p.m. The Rocket Band at Stone
Coast in Portland . Admission: $5
Tuesday,Sept. 28
8 p.m, Wellness Lecture:
"Success by Choice" with Mar lon
Smith "the high tech motivator."
4:30 p.m. Lecture: "A Feminist
Lesbian's Journey Among the Poor
in Mexico" given by Delle
McCormick at Skelton Lounge at
Bates.
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SFifeedom Cafe: Serving it up fsomty styks
By BLISS M.
WOOLMINGTON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

' Coming in out of a cold, rainy,
post-hurricane night,I walked down
the stairs leading from Silver Street
to the newly opened Freedom Cafe"
and" stumbled into a completely different world - One like home, with
big easy chairs, standing lamps,
chests filled with china and paintings on the walls.
. I seated myself among the
Christmas-style lights, tapestries,
instruments and cloth dolls. Soon,
James Swinton, the co-owner, greeted me warmly.His wife, chef Janice
Swinton, was smiling behind the
counter as she threw pots here and
there/scooping food onto plates for
distribution. Immediately I found
something very familiar, almost
southing about Freedom Caf _; it has
a very comfortable "mom and pop"
atmosphere.
After few minutes I was
approached by a waiter who
asked :if I would like lemonade or
icecj.7fea, to drink. He quickly
retjariied;;with a red Dana-style
cup: At the next table, littered with
pitchers of lemonade, iced tea, and
water, a large party of middleaged locals raved about the decor
and^grumbled about the weather.
Although! did not see my waiter
again for a full hour and a half,
there were options for passing the
time. Freedom Caf£ has a full
library, stacked with well-organized books ranging from math to
Christianity. I could have curled
up on a well-cushioned chair
under a light and read , momentarily forgetting I was in a restaurant
and not my own living room.
The waiter finally returned and
recited the menu for the evening:
turkey meatloaf, macaroni and
cheese, apricot-glazed chicken,
cornbread, green beans, can died
yams, rice and broccoli casserole. I
opted for the apricot-glazed chicken, not realizing that I could have
ordered everything! For a set price
of $9.95, the drinks, meal, desse r t
and good company are all
included. Although the menu
changes daily, Freedom Cafe's
theme is Southern Creole, with vegetarian dishes upon request.
As a large group of Colby students descended the stairs and
entered the already bustling restaurant, my waiter stopped mid-missiori to run and hug one of them. For
a restaurant that has only been open
for three and a half months,
Freedom Caf£ already has a loyal
following.
As I heard another "What's up,
how are you?" I began to wonder
if I would ever get my food. Yet
sure enough, as soon as the wel-
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By GINA DiBELL A

MEMBERS ARE

STAFF WRITER

MELANIE GURYANSKY/ THE COLBY ECHO

The recently opened Freedom Cafe offers homestyle cooking and a comfortable dining atmosphere.
come-backs were over, I was pre- bers " to share plates here.
After finishing my dinner, I
sented with what turned out to be
my best meal sin ce I arrived back choose to bring my plate up to the
at Colby - delicious, hot, home counter, add it to t h e stack ready
cooking. The taste was indeed to be w as hed, and check out the
well worth the wait. With broad desserts: lemon cheesecake, warm
grins and open mouths, the rest of peach cobbler and banana pudthe customers at Freedom Cafe ding. As I waited, Janice Swinton
seemed equ all y content. '
explai ned her idea s f o r "dinner
Janice Swinton ran around each and dia logue " and "din n er and
theater."
In
table, s queezin g
ne,
F
reedo
m
between chairs I STUMBLED INTO A
Ju
Caf e h osted a
and peop le, sharing a kind word COMPLETELY
dinner and theater production
an d lau gh with DIFFERENT WORLD her guests. "Ahof "Up From
hah," she chuck- ONE LIKE HOME, WITH Slavery." Sept.
led , "if you want
24, the Swintons
BIG EASY CHAIRS,
green beans w it h
will host Author
that I'll bring STANDING LAMPS ,
Emmanuel
them right now!"
Do n g a 1 a Boundzeki who
Like the mother CHESTS FILLED WITH
o f a bi g family, CHINA AND PAINTINGS
will also speak
she began passat Colby.
ing p lates t o ON THE WALLS. , ; .,
.. Swintprj. say^s
deli gh ted Colb y
she hopes : to
girls to hand out at the next table. begin regular poetry readings
A few lined up to chat with her as where guests can read their own
she worked behind the kitchen work,, and to hold discussions for
counter, scoo ping out dessert until the community.
she stopped, s tar tled: "Oops, looks
"I still work a 40-hour week,"
like we've run out of plates. You'll she explains, "but I've always
have to share." Although this wanted to own my own business. I
might seem daunting at any other believe people are bound and conrestaurant, it seemed perfectly fused, have forgotten about spirit,
appropriate for new "family mem- body, and soul. People today don't
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understand what freedom is."
She opened Freedom Cafe with
her husband in hopes that people
could come, find community, and
discuss issues.
Raised in a Kansas college
town, Swinton attended Kansas
University where she was active in
the community and in school
forums. "I moved to Maine
because it is isolated. There are
good people here, an d th is is a
way to get them to come out into
the community."
As more students walked up
with empty plates and content
looks, she smiled. "I love it when
people jump right in, helping out,
clearing plates."
Freedom Cafe is most enjoyable
when you have time to relax and
escape an over-crowded, highspeed meal at Dana. Bring a book,
read the Freedom Cafe newsletter
(outlinin g biblical foods and
dietary laws), snooze in an easy
chair or chat with friends; but
don 't go if you're in a hurry. What
better way to bring a community
together than with outstanding
food, friendly service and smiling
faces?
Freedom Cafe opens at 6 p.m.
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
evenings and is located at 18
Silver Street.
n
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Ciltty Dancers expect
exciting season after
split from faculty
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Don't expect the same thing horn
this year's Colby Dancers. The
group has made some important
changes, and they have big plans for
the 1999-2000 Season.
In the past, the group has generally put on a fall and a spring production each year, along with the
help of Colby faculty.Students could
earn credit by taking a class and then
participating in the shows.
This year though, the group has
made a complete split from the faculty and the curriculum and become
a com pletely extracurricular activity.
Ha-ving made this split, the group's
officers are now talking about different ideas for the two big shows, as
well as the possibility of putting on
casual performances at different
venues on campus throughout the
year.
Many Colby students , have
attended the Colby Dancers productions in past years, and may know
that in the fall, there is a more nonchalant performance, while the
spring production is more serious.
The same will be true this year. At
the end of the fall semester the
group will again have a relatively
casual concert, while the spring
will bring a much bigger production. The latter will be a co-production with the Colby studentrun theater group Powder and
Wig and will take place at the
Waterville Opera House.
Previously, the group has been
open to all types of dance, but there
has been an emphasis on modern
pieces in the show. Members are
optimistic that this year will bring
about a production that will showcase a more varied collection of
pieces from jazz to ballet.
Of course the group has a clear
dedication to dance and each piece
carries with it a meaning behind it,
but member Lisa Cardillo '00 says
that there's also the idea of working
on pieces that are " fun to dance and
fun to watch."
By showcasing all levels of experience and all types of dance, the

YEAR WILL BRING
ABOUT A PRODUCTION
THAT WILL SHOWCASE
A MORE VARIED
COLLECTION OF PIECES
FROM JAZZ TO
BALLET.
group aims to produce a show that
will be even more interesting to
audience members who aren't
dancers themselves. By becoming a
completely student-run group, the
members now have the opportunity
to explore different options of performing on campus. Officers are
thinking about small performances
throughout the fall semester in different venues across campus such as
the Spa, the Student Center, or the
Chapel.
There is also talk of a joint production with one of Colby's a cappella groups. In April, for Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, the group
will take part in a large production
that includes many of the performing arts groups working together.
And if there is interest, the group
could put on a dance contest sometime this year.
In general, Colby Dancers is
taking advantage of every opportunity to put more variety into!
their season, and get the students
more involved with what they are
doing as a group. For anyone,
interested in getting involved with
the Colby Dancers, members
stress that all levels of experience
are welcome.
There are currently about 70 people signed up for the season, all at
different levels of involvement. The
group holds Monday night classes
from five to six on the second floor of
Runnals, and anyone is welco me to
attend.
Auditions for the spring performance will take place Sept. 27 from 5
to 6 p.m. on the second floor of
Runnals.

DRISKELL: Artist encourages study

Continued f r om page f ive

Porter, Lois Jones and Augusta
Savage. He encourages budding art
collectors with limited means not to
neglect the flea market as a place to
buy artwork - as he once bought an
original Matisse there for $2.98.
What is so unique about Driskell
is the fact that his appreciation for
art does not end with paintings and
drawings, He reminds all of us of the
fact that we live with art every day.
His slides of his beautiful Victorian
house and his intricate and expansive garden depict his love of the
natural beauty surrounding him.
Driskell is an impressive person
not only because he is an amazing
artist, but also an impressive collector, teacher and lover of life. Asked
what advice he would give to aspiring young artists, he said, "Learn to
look and to decipher form, see something other than what you think you
are seeing." He also encourages students to disregard critics who will
tell you one can't make a living as an
artist and to make sure you have
determination to study everything,
including the history of art.
Driskell, however, is not just an
inspiration for aspiring artists. He
also extended advice to college stu-

COMMUNICATIONS

From "Echoes ," a Si-piece
exhibit of David DriskeU's art

dents who want to contribute something to the world but aren't sure
exactly what or how, consulting such
people to follow their voice and to be
open minded to learning, He closed
his lecture with words we Colby students should always keep close to
us, "Maine is a wonderful place,
while you're here, avail yourself of
that privilege!"
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Portland String Quartet salu tes
Cotte r at " President 's Choic e"
By JEM McGRATH

Port land Strin g

STAFF WRITER

Quartet P laylist

Inside the cover of the program
for Saturday's Portland String
Quartet concert was a list of the
PSQ's many accomp lishments - thirty years of performance with the
same personnel, international toiirs,
and praise from The New York
Times.The accolades are impressive,
and reputation alone should be sufficient to draw a crowd for any concert, regardless of the music to be
performed.
"We're lucky to have them," said
Colby President William R. Cotter.
With this special
concert
Saturday, the players seemed to be
returning the compliment as Steve
Saunders, acting chair of the Colby
Music Department, began the concert with an even more impressive
list of accomplishments - President
Cotter's countless contributions to
and support of music at Colby.
Cotter was responsible for a significant renovation of the Bixler Art

• Beethovern's Str ing Quarte t in F M ajor
• Mozart's "Pruss ian"
• Mozarf s String Quartet in F Maj or
• Schubert's String Quartet in D Minor, entitled
Death and the Maiden

CERTAINLY IT'S
VIRTUOSIC STUFF, BUT
IT FELT RATHER
POMPOUS IN ITS BOMBAST, AND I WAS
LEFT WITH THE
FEELING THAT NO
AMOUNT OF SKILLFUL
PLAYING COULD MAKE
SUCH A TIRED
CONCLUSION SOUND
EXCITING.

and Music library,started a program
to replace the decrepit pianos in the
Music Department's practice rooms,
and attends almost every concert in
the Music at Colby seriesCotter was also responsible for
bringing the Portland String Quartet
to Colby for the first time, back in
1986. They have been artists-in-residence ever since. And last Saturday,
they expressed their "heartfelt
appreciation" for President Cotter's
support with a concert entitled "The
President7s Choice," featuring music
by some of the Cotters' favorite composers - Beethoven, Mozart, and
Schubert.
The performers selected the
String Quartets in F Major by both
Beethoven and Mozart, prov iding
some surprising insight into the
changes the form underwent during
the time between Mozart's quartet
(the "Prussian," composed about
1790) and Beethoven's (composed
about 1800). The third piece, performed after a short intermission,
was Schuberf s String Quartet in D
minor, entitled Death and the
Maiden (composed about 1824).
Since all three quartets move back
arid forth between the relative minor
and major, the concert turned out to
be a fascinating look at what three
very different composers could' do
with the same basic harmonic mate-

nal.
The program began with the
Beethoven. President Cotter said he
was hoping to hear pieces that
would feature the entire ensemble,
rather than one soloist, and the
Beethoven fit the bill nicely, with the
melody constantly shifting between
different instruments and performers. The mixture of major and minor
chords and frequent variations in
tempo and dynamics so characteristic of Beethoven were abundant, and
handled superbly by the performers.
What was most striking about the
opening movement of the quartet
was how much the players seemed
to enjoy themselves as they performed it. Often concerts of classical
music feel stuffy and serious; ifs
nice to see people having fun once in
a while.
The middle two movements of
the Beethoven were more experimental than the first. The Quartet in
F Major was written early in
Beethoven's career, so anyone
expecting milsic along the lines of
his Ninth Symphony would be disappointed; the harmonies in the
piece are comparatively laid-back,
and the form fairly recognizable.
But certainly not so staid as the
Mozart, which immediately followed the Beethoven. I should confess I've never been much of a

Beer Review

Mozart fan;I can appreciate his compositional greatness in making the
transition between the Baroque and
Romantic styles, but he . always
strikes me a simply a st epp ing stone
to "the good stuff." Perhaps the PSQ
felt the same way, as the Mozart
seemed the weakest perfor mance of
the three quartets on Saturday. The
enthusiasm apparent in the
Beethoven was diminished, and die
first violin hit some wrong notes in
an exposed spot at the end of the second movement. The third movement was a surprise to me, as it
sounded much more unusual harmonically and rhythmically than I
would expe ct fr om Moz art , but it
ended all too soon and in the fourth
movement returned to the kind of
music I anticipated hearing.
Certainly ifs virtuosic stuff , but it
felt rather pompous in its bombast,
and I was left with the feeling that
no amount of skillful playing could
make such a tired conclusion sound
exciting.
But maybe that's just me.
At any rate, my susp icions about
Mozart's role as a stepping-stone
were certainly justified at the PSQ
concert, where after a brief intermission they concluded with Schuberf s
String Quartet in D minor. "Death
and the Maiden" is based on a poem
by Matthias Claudius, . which
Schubert had earlier composed a
song around. The poem presents
Death as a comforting figure, one to
be welcomed rather than feared ,
who eventually wins over the titular
maiden with his charm. Schubert
underscores this charm with menace, and the resulting piece is a dramatic masterpiece that has become a
recital favorite. The PSQ was back
on form for this finale, and nailed
the big finish with panache, sending
President Cotter off with a flourish.

Our intrepid reviewers tackle two Maine microbrews
By MEGHANN FOYE and

DAVE KIRTLEY
EDITORIAL STAFF

Back by popular demand. We
have received hundreds of letters
from students nationwide who are
hungry for old-school traditions— to
reinstate the beloved beer review.We
have undertaken the mammoth task
pf sampling as many questionable
|?eers as possible to ensure that you
Only have to drink the best. We
delved into the lowest, grungiest
shelves of Shop & Save in search of
hidden gems,
; We are also aware that it is unlaw-
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ful to drink beer if you are under the
age of 21, so reading these telling
descriptions is probably the closest a
lot of you minors will ever get to
tasting sweet, sweet beer. Without
~
further ado^ we presehi this year's
first contenders. Both of these beers
are brewed locally here in Maine.
This is history in the making, folks.
EARY'S Hampshire Special
Ale Millennium - We chose
G this beer because of its bottle. This beer has a really nice looking bottle. Very classy, with a champange-esque crinkly, gold foil top.
The marbelized label also sports a
pleasant, wintry, bucolic scene. Ifs a
short, stout bottle, k ind of like how a
half-liter of wine might be packaged.
So, this beer is more attractive than
your overage 30-pack of natty.
Meghann , who is easily impressed
by shiny things, much like a monkey
in a zoo, was particularl y taken w ith
it. But how does it taste? Is it "special"? Possibl y,thoug h when the best
thing you can say is that something
is 'special', that should warn you

right oir. It may be special, okay, but
ifs certainly not good. Ifs pretty bitter, and has a rank aftertaste that
lingers in your throat like a tumor.
The big question is, why is this beer
labeled 'millennium'? Is it because
drinking this crap will make you
long for the apocalypse? Because the
miserably bitter aftertaste seems to
last a thousand years? This beer is
apparently intended to be drunk in
pleasant surroundings with sophisticated company, sort of like the scene
depicted on the label. We'll take the
pretty town, but skip this lousy beer.
ASCO Bay Lager - We selected this beer because the botCtle includes an inspiring treatise on the history of German Beer
Festivals. For your average Colby
student of course , dr ink ing beer is

mostly a referent connecting to
deepl y held cultural experiences, as
well as someth ing that will get you
bombed off your ass. This beer will
do both. Ifs not too light or too
heavy, and is a very smooth lager ,
with a pleasant , almost sweet, after-

taste. Meghann thoug ht she detected
a trace of lemon/lime in the mix, but
don't necessaril y believe her.
According to the label , this is a "festb ier "-that means "party beer " in
German , we th ink , and we're very
cultural so we ought to know-anyway, we partied w ith it an d it
worked for us. At your next "fest,"
we strong ly recommend this tasty
"bier."
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Sam Heck

Artist: Chris Cornell
Title: ''Eu phoria Morning "
Label: A&M Records
Release Date: September 21
Ratin g: B

surprised . at the sound of the
album. After all, it was unheard of
to see Cornell blowing into a harmonica or strumming on an
acoustic guitar during his
Soundgarden days. Many of the
tracks also incorporate Natasha
Shneider on piano. As you may
have guessed, Cornell's style has
gr own far mellower since he left
thk band. In fact, some have even
described
the
album
as
singer / songwriter music and others as neo-psychedelic, while still
others have compared the musical
style to that of Jeff Buckley and
Mark Lanegan. Although the
musical, styles Cornell incorporates are ,.very diverse, the thread
that lends the album its continuity
is still grunge. The curious listener
may enjoy the lead single, "Can 't
Chang e M e", the grunge-based
rock tune "Mission", or the tender
acoustic
ballad,
"Sweet
Euphoria." As a whole, the album
proves that while the grunge scene
itself may be dead, its mus ical
spirit lives on iri Cornell.

you are at all familiar with
IfChris Cornell, you probably
know him as the former guitarist and lead singer of
Soundgarden.
Soundgarden,
formed in the late 80s in Seattle,
was one of the bands that pioneered the grunge movement in
America. With their heavy sound
and • layered
guitar work,
Soundgarden drew from hard
rock and metal influences to give
their music a fiercer sound than
their fellow grunge bands like
Nirvana and Alice In Chains. Long
after the death of Kurt Cobain and
the subsequent breakup of
Nirvana, "when many critics had
declared
grunge
dead,
Soundgarden, with Cornell still as
frontman, continued to succeed
with unrelenting grunge sounds.
In the summer of 1998, how ever,
the band 's long run came to an
end with the official announcement of a long-rumored breakup.
Now, a year later , Chris Cornell
has returned with his solo debut,
"Eup horia Morning."
Old Soundgarden fans will be

Artist: Tori Amos
Album: "To Venus and Back"
Label: Atlantic
Release Date: September 21
Rating: A
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ori Amos has for years been
one of the most compelling
T arti sts on the quickly growing female singer /songwri ter
scene, Blending simple, haunting
melodies with new age rh ythms
and instrumen tation , Amos has
built a cult following. Her latest
release, a 2-CD set entitled "To
Venus and Back" further displays
her wor thiness of this acclaim , The
first disc, consisting of new studio
recordings , is very fai thful to
Amos' past musical efforts. The
album displays poignant lyrical
content, innovative melodic pa tterns , and outstanding piano work.
The centerpiece of Tori Amos'
music, however, cont inues to be
the
singer /songwriter 's
enthralling
vocal acroba tics.
Sometimes soaring in the clouds,
sometimes lurking In tho shadows,
the vocfcl abil ity displayed cm the
album Is und eniab le. Of particular
inter est are the , trac ks "Bliss ",
"1000 Oceans", and ''Glory of the

80's" .

As good a's the new studio
tracks are , th e real tre a t lies in the
second CD, a collection of live per-

formances from Tori's 1998 tour. I
once heard a Tori Amos concert
described a s "a religious experience".This collection of songs does
well at capturing that awe-inspiring, almost sacred atmosphere of
live performance. Although a few
favorites are conspicuously absent,
most notably the song "Crucify'!,
the 13tracks on the disc, especially
"Precious Things", . Cloud on My
Ibngue", and "Little Earthquakes''
promise to leave a striking impression on the Tbri fan and the newcomer alike, "To Venus nnd Back"
may prov e to be Tori Amos' best
work yet.
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Future SGA Members
Deserve Salary

Presidents' Council will soon be voting on what privileges the president will and will not have. We understand that being president is a serious job requiring both time and effort and we are sympathetic. Wealso
know that being the President of the student body here at Colby is a position of power; inherit with certain perks and privileges. Nonetheless, it
is important to stay within the proper boundaries, for to allow the president too many privileges may sway him or her from the true and -pertinent responsibilities that come with such a prestigious position.
With this in mind, we feel in the future, the president should no
longer be allowed to have a high room draw nor should the president
have a pre-paid spa account or be entitled to free long distance calls. The
size, location, and quality of the presidenf s room in no way impacts his
or her ability to fulfil the responsibilities of the position. Similarly, free
food at the Spa does not help the president do his or her job. In fact, some
may conclude, that a free Spa account may prohibit the president from
doing his or her job insofar as it may isolate the president from the rest
of the student body; the majority of whom eat in Fossor Dana. No Colby
student wants his or her president speding their time on long distance
calls all night when there are pressing issues that need to be dealt with
here on campus.
We do submit, however, the president should continue to get paid. As
with any job, the president does deserve to get compensated for his or
her efforts and relentless pursuit to improve the life of the students and
the community we call home.

Prohib itions on Write -in SPB
Candidates Underm ine Democracy
In the past week's SPB elections, the voters' choices were restricted
only to the names that appeared on the ballot. No opportunity was available to write in the name of a candidate who dedded late to mount a
campaign, or who honestly missed the deadline for entering the race.
This hardline stance against write-ins is nothing less than a blow to the
democracy of student elections at Colby.
•In every public election in every town in this country, a line is supplied for write-ins for every elected office, from president to garbage
commissioner, though in the many such cases, the chance of the write-in
being victorious is slim to none. In the case of SPB elections, although it
would clearly be advantageous to have one's name appear on the ballot,
a potential write-in only needs to convince a small number of people in
his or her own dorm need that he or she is right for the job. Thus, writein SPB candidates offer voters a more viable alternative than in other
write-in situations, espedally if the "offidal" candidates somehow prove
themselves unfit for office during the interval between the time they
apply to be on the ballot and the day of the election.
The situation is espedally distressing when one candidate runs unopposed on the offidal ballot and, with no write-in option, dorm residents
have the choice to either vote for that candidate or not vote at all, though
said candidate will win no matter what they do.
. There is in fact a precedent for a write-in candidate winning an election at Colby, even on a much larger scale: just two years ago, write-in
canidate Jesse Dole defeated Ann Duncan for the Sodal Chair in a schoolwide election. Clearly, write-in candidates can be important factors in
elections here, and there is no reason why the option should not be available in SPB elections (and every other election) in the future.
It is possible that because the voting was held online, it was difficult
to devise a way to include write-in candidates on the ballot. However,
simply removing such an important part of "free and fair" elections just
because its inclusion might take a bit more work sets a disturbing precedent for the future of the democratic process at Colby.
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Questions and
Answers
Ward 's
Words
Geoff Ward

number of questions have
popped into my head, both
Aover this summer, and from
. before. As I become a more politically and.culturally aware citizen, these
.question s baffle me even more.
1) What private citizen needs to
buy an au tomat ic weapon ?
F or some r eason fu lly automatic
, and
semi-automatic
assault
weapons are available to be purchas ed by or dinary peop le. As a
society, no matter what our stance
on gun contr ol is, we need to realize
that th e ava ila bil ity ol guns is directly relate d to cr imes and murders in
! which iguns are used , School shoot; Ings wouldn't occur if guns weren't
; so easy to obtain, Strict gun control
|needs to happen and it needs to hap|pen now.
I Handguns and assault weapons
] nee d to be banne d, gunlocks need to
j be standard on all guns and gun
* owners need to be licensed, If you
} need to pass a course , take a test ,
j and be licensed to drive a car, then I
i don't th ink it would be unreason. able to ask the same thing of gun

( owners,
! 2), Why do some "pro-life"
j activists feel they are helping their
|cause by killing doctors who perI form abortions and bombing aborj Hon clinics?
! Whatever your stance is on aborJ Hon, be lt pro-life or pro-choice, you
{ can't'defend the hypocrisy of these
v actions, If you are vehemently pro[ life, then that's fine, but how can

m:
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you be pro-life when it comes to
unborn babies, and at the same time
rationalize killing? Now, obviously
this doesn't apply to very many people, but it disturbs me and makes
the pro-life stance that much more
unappealing.
3) Why was a president almost
removed from office because of his
marital,infidelity,yet no one seems
to care that tlie Republican frontrunner used cocaine?
I can't help but see an enormous
discrepancy between how President
Cl inton has b een treate d by the
me dia and the people of this country
and the way George W. Bush is
being treated by the same groups,
Cl inton has ha d h is ev ery move
scrut inize d an d h is pr ivate l ife
delved into l ike no pres iden t before
him. Yet when Bush says he doesn't
want to answer questions about his
pr iva te l ife , the media and the people seem perfectly sat isf ied w i th
that , If this is a result of a postClinton backlash at scrutiny of public figures private lives, then I f s
great that as a soc iety we have
decided to back off, But what bothers me the most about this is that
when Clinton was running for president in 1992, questions .arne up
about his womanizing, and they
were largely shrugged off only to
surface again in an ugly and nationally embarrassing fashion while he

Liquors inspectors
going to far
I am writing this letter in
response to an incident I experienced last Friday evening on Sept.
18. 1made a trip to Shop N' Save to
pick up some groceries which did
include alcohol. Now being a senior
soon approaching 22, I have every
right to purchase alcohol in the state
of Maine providing I show proper
identification (my Maine State ID)
whenever making a purchase or
when the ID is requested.
However, upon leaving Shop n'
Save I was followed by an unmarked
car and harrassed as I drove around
Waterville.At first I thought this driver might be signaling me with high
beams because my lights,weren't on
or my trunk was open .... but this
was not the case. So naturally I grew
a little paranoid from being trailed—
Who was this jerk? Really,if that guy
thought I was pulling over , he was
mistaken. And who would stop? I
had no clue what he wanted. Road
rage?
Furthermore, being irresponsibly
followed in the downpours of hurricane Floyd did effect my ability to
drive. To any extent, I took it upon
myself to shake this guy from my
tail. And I did loose him on Rice
Rips Road after driving all over
Waterville.
What I didn't know as I pulled
into Bob's lot and began carrying my
groceries, was that the car that had
been trailing me sped out of
nowhere and out jumped our dear
Sgt. LaGuardia. Not to mention that
in an apparently coordinated effort
Colby security was also on the scene.
The MSLE officer proceeded to be
highly irritable, unfriendly and
demanding. Unfortunately, this "big
bust" was only their bust since I was
21.
Nonetheless, this incident made
me re-think some issues regarding
MSLE. Here are my main points : 1.)
MSLE should not be harrasing people on the road in an unmarked car
— trailing and / or highbeaming.
Afterall, I wouldn't want to see a single soul get run of t the road and
killed. My advice —> either get an
official car with lights or start checking peoples ID's as they walk out of
the stores 2.) The officer I delt with
needs a serious attitude adjustment
if he expects students to work with
MSLE and not resent them — just be
friendly 3.) I am not a criminal until
proven guilty, so don't treat me like
one (when they had me surrounded
I felt like I had just committed some
sort of felony— what/s next? —>
holding us at gunpoint for suspect
alcohol purchase? 4.) It seems to me
that MSLE obviously has alot of time
on their hands to bust 21 year olds
on stake-outs around Waterville; but
come on guys their must be a better way for you to enforce Maine
code — Go bust some highschool

kids for god sake! It seems Colby
students are prioritized as public
enemy #1 merely because we are an
EASY TARGET.
In conclusion, I hope we can learn
to have a friendly relationship with
MSLE in the future and stop the
abuse and inherent social problems
related with alcohol. But the current
solution of increased and harrassing
policing is not an answer and really
only a spark for future confrontation. We might lhre hi a bubble being
Colby students , but not a police
state.
Patrick Burlingame '00

SPB elections
corrupt
Having read about scandalous
affairs and a variety of shameless
acti vities, I honestly thought the
political world had become so corrupt that there was no turning back,
no ways to make amends to an otherwise depraved society.
These past few years serve as a
wonderful attestation to what I speak
of: Chinese spies, issues concerning
Waco, and of course Clinton related
topics, just to name a few. The malicious air surrounding Colby's own
SGA presidential running was just
another chilling reality of the tainted
GIVEN THE DISMAL
LIGHT IN WHICH I VIEW
POLITICAL MATTERS, I
WAS RATHER SHOCKED
TO FIND THAT, INDEED,
THERE IS A VERACIOUS VOICE AMONG
THE COLBY COLLEGE

Malicious intent
present in Kuhl
story

I don't really know where to
begin this letter because I am having
a really hard time separating my
society in which I call home.
Given the dismal light in which I personal feelings to the point of this
view political matters, I was rather letter. I will start by telling you that
shocked to find that, indeed, there is this is about what happened with JR
a veracious voice among the Colby Kuhl. Because I'm so close with hirn,
College general public. This person this is tough. But I want you to see
appeared amidst of yet another col- that what you wrote in the Echo
lege related election. To what am I about him was wrong, It was clearreferring to, might you ask? That ly a personal attack made on him.
Now, ifs evident to me that you
would be the SPB elections.
It was only after Jake Conklin left took a lot of joy in writing that as a
a message for my roommate that I lot of people probably did in reading
began to suspect such a person exist- it as well. I won't deny it- a lot of
ed. Apparently our cultural chair had people do not like JR and find it
screwed up when he had told my rather deserving what happened to
unsuspecting roommate she could him. And that's fine- everyone is
run for SPB even though she had entitled to their own opinion. But I
turned in her nomination sheet late. have a little bit more knowledge
When she turned in her nomination than you and some others as to who
sheet, my roommate had explained JR is.
that she had misread the deadline
Yes, he is a human being, and yes,
(she thought it said Thursday, not he has a heart. You were not there to
Tuesday), seeing that this was an see his reaction to the whole situahonest mistake, Jake allowed my tion. You were not there to see his
roommate to run for SPB. He did, disappointment in himself. He is
however, admonish her of her being not sitting idly by, laughing at this
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was president.
Is this going to happen with
Bush? Will the questions that are H^^^^H
coming up now and being ignored,
about his past drug use become real WmmmmmmBBl
issues if he is elected? I don't want
another scandal-ridden presidency,
and it would seem to me that the
way to prevent that from happening
Would be to check out candidates'
See Ward, conHnued on page 9

Sharon Lee '02

GENERAL PUBLIC.
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at a severe disadvantage since her
name would not be on the ballot.
My roommate was very optimistic
about the matter, as she realized she
need only to notify people to writ*
her in on the ballot. A few days latex,
my roommate called to confirm of
her SPB nomination eligibility.It was
at this time that my roommate was
left with the unfortunate discovery
that she was ineligible for this year's
SPB elections.
By this time, however, I am sure
that everyone has been alerted to the
fact that our dear informant has told
the SGA board about various infractions. After all, our president Ben
Humphrey's did find it necessary to
notify everyone of the rules and regulations regarding SPB elections; this,
of course, pertains to the fact that no
write-ins for potential SPB candidates are permitted. Since the rules
still haven't been changed, the SPB
must retract the eligibility of write-in
candidates.
Now that the rules regarding the
SPB elections and nominations have
been made explicit, I'd like to thank
our wonderfully truthful friend for
doing such a great job of keeping
Colby free from political turmoil and
more of a democratic sotiety where
everyone can vote and have the right
to vote for whomever they please.
In a country where liberty and fraternity prevail, ifs no "wonder why
we are quick to be politically correct,
equal, and "fair". That, however, is
the delightfully refreshing truth of
reality.

IF YOU WANTED A
STORY TO KEEP
COLBY AWARE OF
ALCOHOL ISSUED OR
SOMETHING, THEN YOU
COULD HAVE WRITTEN
AN ARTICLE ABOUT "A
STUDENT" AT COLBY
THAT GOT ARRESTED
AS A RESULT OF
DRINKING.
is ashamed and of course he has
nothing to comment on. And since
you felt it so necessary to write his
personal information, did you not
take the time to think about his family? Yes, he has a family. He has
brothers. Do you care? No. And
why should you? He was riever
your friend. Fine. But you realize
that a lot of people see through your
article and see that you wrote it to
put some smiles on some faces, to
stir up the lovely pot of gossip that
Colby lives off of. But you pat a lot
of hurt into some others. This is a
personal matter that changes someone's life immensely, and you have
failed to take that into consideration.
Yes, JR has to take responsibility
for his actions. Don't you worry
about that. He is taking all of this
very seriously, but that is none of
your business. Ifs no one's business
at Colby. You don't know a damn
thing about him, his past, his background -nothing. So let him live his
life, learn his lessons, and grow on
his own. We all do, don't we? I just
hope that this letter gets to you in
some way so maybe you'll think
next time before hurting others for
your own personal satisfaction.
I thought good writers learned to
leave their own. emotions out of an
"informative piece" of work. I try to
understand where you're coming
from, and I hope you do the same for
me.
Robynne DeCaprio'OO
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all. What is important here is that
you realize that your piece on him
served no purpose. I understand
your position as an Echo writer/editor, whatever, but there is a line that
you crossed.
If you wanted a story to keep
Colby aware of alcohol issued or
something, then you could have
written an article about "a student"
at Colby that got arrested as a result
of drinking. Students at Colby
would still have been interested and
gossiped about it, I'm sure. But to
put JR's picture in it, his name, his
football position, statistics, height,
weight, etc. -what was that about?
Clearly you had something against
him.
And putting it at the end that he
did n't call you back? Why would
he? Being a normal human being, he
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Send Colby's Super-SGA to
Fight Russia 's Racism

subscriber and occasional reader of
the world' s greatest newspaper , I
eagerl y await that success.
But those are trivial Colby problems. When our SGA arrives in
Jeff rey Calareso Russia, th ey'll be faced with much
more dire problems. Racism. And
alcoholism. And economic ru in. And
only September , and already terrorist violence . And talk ing
I fs
Student Gover nment Assotiation Commie-speak.
President Ben Humphreys and
As of last week, there had been a
Vice President Jon Gray seem to have string of five terroris t bombings in
finished their job. All their campaign Russia in just thre e weeks. The death
goals are either implemented alread y toll hovers around 280 as of this writor progressing nicely. Who are we, ing, and more bombings are expectthen, as Colby College students , to ed. While credit hasn't been taken ,
hoard these effective leaders for our- the assump tion is that Islamic miliselves? .Right now there are govern- tants from the Caucasus are responments the world over gone awry sible.
while we get spoiled by a humble,
Therefore , the government (take
giving student government. What if, note SGA. Learn from their misthroug h some kind of exchange /out- takes) has begun an ethnic purificareach program , we could send our tion (not cleansing, they 're not
"Super-SGA" to a less fortunate killing, just kicking out). All people
from the Caucasus are now targets of
place? What about Russia?
The former Soviet Union's in real extreme prejudice. As they are genertrouble these days, in case you had- ally dark-skinned , they're termed
n't heard. Democra.c y hasn't been so "blacks; " all over Moscow, these
hot for the Russians. But I think days, you'll see graffiti saying "Kill
Colby's current SGA executive all blacks."
board , based on their brief but
In a decree interpreted as specifiimpressive track record , has what it cally directed against people of the
takes to turn the
Caucasus ,
former superpow- for those who
Moscow Mayor
er around.
Yuri
Luzhkov
Of course, any weren 't here or
announced last
solid government don 't remember last week that all visiis founded on a
tors to Moscow
good
team. sprin g, Colb y
would "have to
Russian President destro yed a
submit to quesBoris Yeltsin has
tioning
and
had some issues student uprisin g
obtain new resiwith being a team concerned with the dency
permits
player , thoug h.
within
three
He has this nasty vague "institutional
days," according
habit of firing his racism
to the NY Times.
" notion .
Prime Ministers
This is like King
and cabinet memHerod of Biblical
bers. Among those fired are Yevgeny times. This is like yellow stars and
Primakov , Anatol y Kulikov, Boris pink triang les. This, quite frankl y, is
Nemtsov, Anatol y Chubais , Viktor a problem for Colby's SGA.
and
Sergei
Chernomyrdin ,
For those who weren't here or
Kiriyenko. I think the current Prime don't remember last spring, Colby
Minister is Vladimir Putin , but I destroyed a student uprising concan't be sure.
cerned with the vague "institutional
Meanwhile , here at Colby, SGA racism " notion. Colb y's tactics
President Ben Hump hreys has had involved waiting for troublemakers
no apparent trouble with his staff. to graduate; waiting for finals so
He was quoted in last week's Echo demonstrators have no time for sitsaying he "works very well" with VP ins; and relying on our short attenJon Gray. He also had nothing short tion spans which all but guaranteed
of jubilant praise for Secretary Colby students would likely forget
Melanie Ouellette , Treasurer Rob about radsm at Colby. It worked like
Painter , Social Chair Amanda supermodels in beer commercials.
Carucci , and Cultural Chair J ake
Our SGA leaders witnessed all
Conklin. And while his fanaticism this and now, I feel, are set to put
with keeping the Health Center open their newfound skills to work in
24 hours might be suggestive to the Russia. The Colby system has taug ht
contrary, I don't think Humphreys our SGA well: Ignorance and
has the heart /psychological /vodka patience-if s God's way, really.
problems of Yeltsin.
So enough sitting around here at
So it is established that we've got Colby, fondl y recounting stories of
a great team to send. Now, whaf s the pre-Internet Book Buy Back
the main problem to be solved? Our Program , lefs ship Hump hreys ,
SGA has alread y thwarted problems Gray, and the whole board off to
with executive privileges , selling Moscow. Lefs make the world a bettextbooks , and... well, I'm not sure ter place.
what their other achievements are,
but, man, they reall y stuck it to those
executive privileges. And they 're
working on perhaps their most daring and innovative venture: New
Jeffrey Calareso is a contributing
York Times delivery. As a dedicated writer for the Colby Echo,
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Colb y drinke rs unite!
By DANIEL MORRIS
MANAGING EDITOR

I'm going to tell it like it is.
This year, Colby's sodal scene stinks. Between
stifling restrictions on drinking in the walce of last
year 's liquor inspector crackdown , and the opening of the senior apartments , parties in dorms are
all but non-existent. The legendary lack of action
on the Hill these days is driving people off campus in droves, which is something no one really
wants. I know the administration would rather
have students drinking responsibl y on campus,
and I know we'd rather walk to Heights than
arrange transportation elsewhere. Something has
to be done about this, before the memory of a
vibrant Colby sodal scene fades away.
So here I am, today, advocating a little bit of
old-fashioned civil disobedience. I'm sure

Thoreau would be proud— it is our duty as dtizens to reject unjust laws, and bring about the
sodal change that must occur. Thaf s why I'm
offering this simple dictum: if we get enough
kegs on campus, they can't possibly shut them all
down.
Now pay attention , here 's how this is going to
work. A keg of Natty Light will run you about
$60, with deposit. You and 11 people who live in
ydur hall can cover this no problem. Purchase this
large container of beer (or get a sympathetic
upperdassman to help you — there are plenty of
us) and place it in a prominent location in your
lounge or hallway. Next, get on the phone and
call your friends to tell them that you've procured
a keg of beer and need help drinking it.
The catch is, this only works if these illegal
kegs are set up all around campus simultaneously. If you get an unpleasant visit from security, or,

Darwin could have predicted sex like this
According to
Puzzo
Matt Apuzzo
Aline of freshmen guys formed outside my
room this weekend. A popular Colby
game involving a die and four cups was
being played, but they chose to remain in the hallway. They weren 't there to watch. They weren 't
there because the stagnant sodal scene made my
room some sort of happenin g scene. They weren 't
even there looking for free beer.
They were just waiting. Waiting for the drunken freshman girl that had found her way to our
soiree after drinking way too much elsewhere.
I didn 't know this girl. Nobody in the room
did. But, you see, there were a lot of guys in the
room at the time and she just somehow ended up
there. I'd love to say my friends and I have the
devastating good looks that attract women in
herds to our parties , but that just isn't the case.
But there she was nonetheless.
And, when it became clear to her that her helpless drunk en fre shmen girl rou tine wasn 't cutting
it - one doesn't need to be a senior to have seen
this one plenty of times - she left. With three guys
from the hallw ay.
Later that evening I found out that she had a
reputa tion of heavy dr inking followed by, well,
leaving par ties with three guys from the hallway.
Now, there are two schools of thought at work
here. The firs t is that the freshmen guys were lining up to take advantage of an inebriated girl. The
second is that the girl should be a little more dis-

COLBY STUDENTS GET
DRUNK , AND THIS SOMEHOW
MAKES IT ALL RIGHT. HOW
MANY TIMES HAVE YOU
HEARD , "IT WAS JUST A

DRUNKEN HOOKUP?"
criminating in deriding with whom she leaves a
party.
We can debate who is at fault here forever.
Thaf s not what I want to know. I want to .know
what makes people this shallow. Not men. Not
women. People, What I witnessed , and what I
believe is a fa irly common occurrence , was a joint
venture into the world of sleaze.
But what is it that makes a young, smar t, pre tty girl want to hook up with guys like they 're par t
of some twisted sexual varie ty pack , coming in
various flavors that are all so good who can
choose? And by the same token, wha t makes guys
want to hook up with a girl that might as well
have a spool of removable numbers attached to
her door - now serving number 13?
The short answer to both questions is alcohol.
And lots of it. Consu me quickly, just add hormones.
Well, despite the stories we've all heard about
how alcohol makes you become a sleazy sexstarved animal , the fact of the matter is that we
love blaming our problems on alcohol. J ust
Monda y, a Chicago-area teen who was kicked off
his high school basketball team for violating the
school's alcohol policy is suing to get back on the
team. You see, he was an alcoholic. Alcoholism is
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a disease, which he says is covered by the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
So back to my room Friday. Was it alcohol that
turned my hallway into a meat market for sex, or
was that desire already there in everyone
involved?
I think the latter. But I wish I could say that
they were just a few depraved individuals.
Rather , I think they were just quickly conforming
to what Colby has set up as its system for malefemale interactions.
Darwin could' ve predicted it. This is the most
established way to get sex at Colby. Ifs also the
easiest. Simple animal behavior outlines the tendency of animals to adap t for sex For pea cocks
tha t means a big show of feathers. Birds sing specific song patterns. Colby studen ts get drunk , and
this somehow makes it all right. How many times
have you heard , "It was just a drunken hookup?"
Too man y, I bet.
We can 't go around blaming alcohol for people's poor decisions when it comes to who to
jump into bed with. Sure, ifs sound advice not to
leave a party drunk with someone you don't
know, but thaf s good advice whether you're
drinking or not.
.
Wha t we can blame is people's low standards
in general. Notice "people," not "women," or
"men." Everyone says dating is non-existent .at
Colby. The reason for this is simple • we've taken
to a more basic method of relationships, the
hookup. Until we collectively rai se our standards
for acceptable behavior , the type of relationships
most people claim to be looking for will be rare.

Matt Apu zzo is the Echo Editor h> Chief

are you outraged?
do you have an issue you want put before the campus?
Are you sad?

made from recycled mat eriali. For
Environmental Defeuie Fund ,

heaven forbid , a Maine state liquor inspector ,
deny any and all knowled ge of the owner of the
keg; and move to the next party.It may be necessary for you to run to escape imprisonment , but
keep in mind that you'll be a beer-powered crusader for justice and let that knowledge fuel you
to achieve new heights in liquor inspector avoidance.
In this way, we're presenting everyone in die
prohibition industry with two choices. They tan
either expend a tremendous amount of energy
and effort (not to mention money) to station sentries everwhere on campus all the time, or they
can give up this pointless fight and relax restrictions on registered keg parties in dorms. But
we've got to want it— any poor display will be
met with harshl y. Only together, acting as one,
can we bring about change.
Don't let me down, Colby.

Send your letter to:

WARD: What is

wrong with the US

Continued from -page 8
background carefully, and not vote
for anyone that had a questionable
past Did we learn nothing from
Clinton?
4) Why is an amendment to the
Constitution that would make flag
burning illegal being considered at
all?
It amuses me to no end that the
same groups that defend the Second
Amendment so zealously are the
same people who want to restrict
First Amendment rights with a flag
burning amendment. Anyone that
holds freedom of speech and freedom
of expression (both protected by the
First Amendment) sacred should do
their utmost to prevent a flag burning
¦
amendment from being passed. Not
only would such an amendment set a
dangerous precedent in our nation,
but it would endanger the future of
free speech. What would be next?
Would we start to see the free press
censored? I don't even want to envision America under such constraints.
The most baffling thing about a
ban on flag burning is that the only
way a flag that has been damaged is
supposed to be disposed of is by
burning it I drove by an American
Legion office in my hometown this
I CAN'T HELP BUT
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summer and saw a notice outside
announcing that old flags could be
brought in to be burned. Now the
American Legion is the biggest supporter of a flag burning amendment.
They've spent countless hours and
dollars lobbying Washington to pass
the amendment. When I was driving
by I wondered to myself if they
understood the irony of their sign at
all.
,Before you accuse me of being a
communist with no reverence for our
national symbol let me say this. The
flag is they symbol of our country,but
it is not.our country.Many supporters
of a ban on flag burning argue that so
many lives have been lost in wars to
protect our flag and it should therefore be treated as sacred. Those people lost their lives not for the flag, but
for the American way of life which
includes freedom of speech.
Our country is stronger than a
flag. If every American flag was
burned, the United States and its
democratic government would still
stand. Flags are burned in protest,
and there is nothing wrong with
that.
Geoff Ward is the Echo Opinions Editor
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Iannis team looks
strong but loses tough
match to Wheaton
BY SUZANNE SKINNER
STAFFWRITER

. Last Saturday, September 18, in
the first match of the year, the Colby
women's tennis team showed talent
and strength.
Unfortunatel y,
Wheaton College's team proved too
tough and Colby lost by the heartbreaking score of 4-5. Though a loss
is never a good way to start a season, the team hopes to rebound and
show off its true potential.
The young team went into the
match feeling prepared and optimistic. According to Captain Erica
Goss '02, "the team felt good coming into the match." And, in the
beginning, all looked well for the
White Mules, as they managed to
win two out of the first three doubles matches.
But try as they might, the White
Mules could not _keep up the pace.
Because they won only two of the
six singles matches, the battle
against Wheaton ended in. defeat.
The women did not simply slip
away, however, and throughout the
matches, it was unclear as to who
would come out the victor, and who
would be the defeated.
Wheaton's team was strong and
talented, but the Colby women were
playing quite well. According to
Goss, "some of us were surprised"
by the outcome because "they were
really close matches."
Indeed, many of the contests

DE^STATOR
OF THE WEEK
Amanda Cuiffo '02

ruon.
ir= U r_ i it TUP
THROUGHOUT
THE

Cuiffo was a huge part of the women's volleyball team's strong start. She had nine kills
and five aces against St. Joseph's. Against ;
nationally-ranked Bates College, Cuiffo racked
up 10 kills. She wrapped up the tournament
with five aces, five kills and 11 digs against St.
Michaels.

MATCHES, IT WAS
UNCLEAR AS TO WHO
WOULD COME OUT
THE VICTOR, AND
WHO WOULD BE THE
DEFEATED.
were so tight that they ended in a
tiebreaker; freshman Caren Harris
was among those Colby players to
take her match into extra points.
According to many members of
the team, this loss does not exemplify what the rest of the season will be
like. Said Harris: "It was our first
match of the season, so we just need
more experience; we're a young team
[mostly comprised of freshmen and
sophomores.]" She also added that,
whereas it was Colby's first match of
the fall, it was Wheaton's third, so
their players had more experience
and felt more comfortable playing
interscholastically.
"We're definitely using this as a
good learning experience," said
Goss. The women need to prepare
for a challenging match against
Connecticut College's tough team
on Friday, and they hope that they
can make it interesting for their
NESCAC rival. But as Goss said,
"we're always pumped and we'll
just do our best."
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Women play to draw with Clar k
BY/OSHBARNOFF

STAFF WRITER

The Colby women's soccer team tied Clark 3-3
last Saturday after two overtimes, in an extremely
tough fought and well played battle by both
teams.
Clark jumped to a 1-0 lead with just under 15
minutes expired on a goal by Cindi Alf ano. Alfano
scored off a rebound by goalie Emily Posner '03,
who was solid for Colby, especially in the overtime periods.
However, Colby retaliated minutes later on a
goal by senior captain Stephanie Zegras, as she
netted a rebound
off of the Clark
goaltender. The
'
final goal of the
y
3
{j & Colb
rk
Cla
first
was
^f
3 scored half
by Clark
on an indirect
kick after an
obstruction call.
So heading into halftime, Colby trailed 2-1.
However, being down a goal at the half-way
point did not affect the White Mules, as they dominated the second half. Not even ten minutes into
the half, Colby tied the game on a goal by Carolyn
Szum '01. She scored off of a cross from Zegras in
the corner. Soon after Szum's goal, Christine
O'Donnell '03 gave Colby a 3-2 lead as she put the
ball into the corner of the goal off of a corner kick
by Kathrine Egan '02. Only six minutes later,
Clark scored again, tying the match at three
apiece.
Colby head coach Jennifer Holsten commented, "We gave Clark too many opportunities to
score. Once we pulled ahead 3-2 our defense
relaxed too much. Thaf s something you can't do,
especially against a team of Clark's caliber, who
was the top-seeded team in the region last year.
We also need to work on one-on-one defense."
Neither team would score for the remainder of
the second half, and the game headed into the first
overtime. Both teams had excellent scoring
opportunities in this overtime period, but neither
team could convert. Several shots hit the crossbar,
but the ball rolled along the goal line, but didn't
go in for a goal.
"We need to work on finishing," added
Holsten. "We had plenty of opportunities in both
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gelling, and really coming together and playing as
a team. It really makes me look toward the rest of
the season with great enthusiasm."
Holsten shared the same feelings. "I am
pleased with our performance today. Clark is a
more physical team than we are used to, but I
thought we handled it well. They are a good team
and I think we were evenly matched today. We do
have some aspects to work on, but we played
well. I'm happy with our performance against a
good team early in the season."
The Colby women's soccer team's next game is
on Thursday at University of Maine at
Farmington. Their next home game is Saturday
when they will be hosting Tufts at 1pm.
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WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL:
Looking strong despite 2-2 start

back into it by giving up easy
points." Fiebelkorn contributed a
season-high 40 assists, scored six
Local & Long Distance
] commented Coach Parent. Also of aces, and managed 18 digs. Anne
|
Tired of Waiting ~ "Calf Us"
i
\ significance was the fact that both Trlconi '02 had 20 digs, Carey had 15
captains were coming off illnesses kills and eight blocks, and Johnson
and hadn't practiced in several days. blocked six of the opponents' hits.
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more as well. Cuiffo had 10 kills, had a really rough start in the first
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five .kills. Fiebelkorn contributed 19 happen. We then had our chances,
assists in the losing effort.
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overtimes and during regular time, but we just
couldn't score. It is something that, if we don't
work on it, could hurt us in the long run, even
though we are a good team."
The second and final overtime was much like
the first, with both teams failing to score on many
opportunities. So when the second fifteen minutes had passed, the game ended as a 3-3 tie.
Both coach Holsten and captain Zegras were
pleased with Colby's play. "The whole team
played well," said Zegras. "I could really feel the
difference between this game and the one last
week against Amherst. There was a lot of hustle
today. Last week there were problems with shifting positions around, but this week we started
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JENNY O'DONNELL/ THE COLBY ECHO

Carol yn Szum .'Ol battles for possession with a Clark midfielder in Colby's 3-3 tie Saturday.
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Colb y fin ds offe nse in firs t win
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By The
Numbers
10-4

1999 singles
recor d of -Kim
Cheah '99,last
year 's to p
women 's tennis
player

18-36

Combined 1999
record of last
year 's six other
scor ing tennis
players.

4-0

Record of
Colby's ultimate

Frisbee team at
. Saturday 's intercolleg iate tournament. The squad
beat Clarkson ,
Univ. of Maine at
Farmington and
a team comised of the
pr
tournament's top
players.

5

Number of saves
made by soc cer
goalkeeper

Justin Amirault
''01 in the home .
opener. The
Mules lost 1-0.

0

Number oi saves
made "by
Amirault on
Saturday, The
Mules won 2-0.

JL

Colby

2

<*_ _r^l Bridgewater St. 0
On a very windy Saturday afternoon, a day on which both teams
struggled to establish scoring threats
for first half of the game, the Colby
men's soccer team finally found some
offensive spark and converted two late
goals to beat a strong Bridgewater
State squad by a score of 2-0. After a
tough loss last week to DePauw,it was
the team's first victory of the season.
"Our main goals in this game were
to get our first win and find some more
offense," said coach Mark Serdjenian.
"Bridgewater State beat us last year
and finished in the top ten, so we knew
we were playing a good team and that
we would have play strong on both
ends of the field to get the victory. It
was a good win for ns."
The first half saw both teams unable
to mount a consistent attack. Colby
seemed somewhat confused and hesitant on offense aind were seldom able
to control the ball past midfield or
transition smoothly from defense to
offense. The wind may have played a
hand in this, as many balls that went
into the air sailed out of bounds or in
the wrong direction. The Colby
defense, however, was at the peak of
its game. Led by defender Bill Getty
'01 and midfielder David Manning '02,
die defense repeatedly turned back
Bridgewater State's skilled attackers
with scrappy and inspired play and
did not allow the opponent to either
piece together passes or get a shot on
goal. Bridgewater State's defense held
strong too, however, and the teams
remained in a stalemate throughout
the first half.
The strong play by the defense
came as a welcome relief to goalkeeper
Justin Amirault '01, as just last week he
was forced to make many tough saves

JENNY O'DONNELL/THE COLBY ECHO

A slide-tackling Colby athlete strips the ball away in the White Mules ' 2-0 victory over Bridgewater S tate on
Saturday. The defense p layed well and kept the pressure off goaltender J ustin Amirault as the Mules enjoyed
a strong offensive showing in the second-half.
foreshadowing the coming offensive to create many more scoring chances
Once the first goal
outburst, began to create some chances from the starting whistle. Lue and
toward the end of the first half. In the French continued to be offensive catalifted some of the
35th minute, sophomore Grant lysts with Nick Crawford '00 also propressure to score ,
Swisher gained control of the ball a viding some good attacks from the
few yards in front of the Bridgewater wing. French was almost able to conthe team showed its
net and tried to push it past the fallen vert in the 60th minute when he
goalie, but he was unable to lift the ball banged a header off the side of the net.
real talent.
off of the ground and the shot was Five minutes later Colby was able to
against DePauw to keep his team in stopped. Captain Eric Saucier '00, put home its first goal of the year.
the game. No such effort would be Chris French '02, and Jaime Lue '03 Mike Jarko '03 stripped the ball from a
necessary this week, however, as tlie also created some decent chances Brid gewater State midfielder and loftColby defense diffused most threaten- toward the end of the half.
ed a shot from the right wing over the
ing situations. Amirault finished the
The second half proved to be an goalkeeper's head into the far corner.
game without making a single official entirely different story for the Colby The crowd and the team responded
save.
offense. The team came out with the very enthusiastically to this offensive
Colby's midfield and forwards, same defensive intensity, but was able turnaround.
\

STICK!N ' IT TO GORDON

140

by the field
hockey team.

130
¦

Number of goals
scored last year
by members of
the field hockey

team who have

returned for the
1999-2000 season
(93 percent).

15

Number of players returning

from last year 's

men's rugby
¦ team. The squad
broke onto the
national scene
last year,

Vbu
Heard I t
'.Technically we
7 >pst th«_ match
, but we walked
but pinners
which was cool"
Melissa Fitbelkon
W ont ijte woman's
volleyball team's
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Cuiffo , Fiebelkorn anchor White
Mule volleyball to 2-2 start
BY MICHAEL COX

Number of goals
scored last year

, ,.

Once Colby gained the lead, the
entire complexion of the game
changed. Bridgewater State was
forced to play a more attack-oriented
style of soccer and thus were susceptible to the long-ball attacks by Colby's
forwards, who often ran deep into *
Bridgewater territory. Colby was pro- ^
vided with many opportunities in this
manner, with Crawford and French
often running down the field and ending up one-on-one with Bridgewater
State defenders on the wings. This
allowed Colby milch more time to set
up in the offensive end and, as a result,
the Mules greatly improved their passing and ballhandling as compared to
the first half. Once the first goal lifted
some of the pressure to score, the team
showed its real talent.
In the 82nd minute, French finally
converted one oi the many long ball
opportunities. He received a long pass
down the right sideline, dribbled past
the Bridgewater sweeper, and lofted a
short shot over the head of the diving
goalie and into the back of the net,
putting the game away. This ensured
the first victory of the season for the
*
Colby men's soccer team.
Explaining his view on Colby's out- ~*
standing second half performance,
Serdjenian said, "I thought our conditioning played a major role. We looked
stronger and crisper in the second half
than they did. Our guys just kept playing their hardest," Indeed, Colby did
look quite strong in the second half. If
the team can carry that performance
into its upcoming games, Colby men's'
soccer should be able to look forward
to a successful year. The Mules play
NESCAC rival Tufts University at home this Saturday, Sept. 25.
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The Colby women's volleyball team has started this 1999 season at 2-2, with wins against Saint
Joseph's and Saint Michael's, and losses against
Bates and Gordon, The women hope to improve
on last fall's season, when they won 22 games and
lost 17.
The first game of the year came on last Tuesday
evening, when the team took on Saint Joseph's Jennifer Johnson and strong net support and domCollege. Colby got off to a strong start in the first inant blocking from captain Reagan Carey '01.
game of the best of five series, winning it handily Melissa Fiebelkorn will specialize in setting the
by a score of 15-2. The team was helped by strings ball for her teammates to spkie throughout the
of points in the early part of the game, when Saint season, and hopes to lead the team as the senior
Joseph's was unable to effectively return Colby's captain. She will set the tone for the games and
serves and win the right to serve again. Several practices. The team also hopes that freshman ^
players served especially well during these Laura Reese will recover from an injury that she
streaks, including Amanda Cuiffo '02 and others, suffered during COOT, and will soon be able to
Saint Joseph's made the second game a little contribute with her full talent and ability.
JASON HOAG / THE COLDY ECHO
Another area of . high interest is the hope that
more interesting, but eventually they succumbed
Melanie Es trella '00 fights for the ball in the field hockey team 's first
to Colby's formidable playing. The score was sig- Cuiffo will continue to play to and above the level
win of the season Saturda y. "Th is was the way we should 've be playnificantly closer in this second game, with Colby that earned her the All New England Rookie of
ing all along," said captain J essie Davis '00.
the Year award last year.
winning the game by a score of 15-9.
This pas t w eekend Co lby went to Bates for a
Saint Joseph's had their backs against the wall
in the third game, but they couldn't take advan- round robin tournament against Gordon, Bates, *
tage of a close 12-12 score late in the game, and and Saint Michael's, Friday night and Saturday;
Colby went on to win this one 15-13; they thus the first game was against Bates on Friday. Colby
won the match, Players seemed very excited and played well against Bates' ex cellent offense , and
Captain Melissa Fieb elkorn '00 noted that "the Coach Candice Parent noted that "we played a
cess
was
t
he
str
o
ng
su
b
st
i
tu
te
s
also
want
to
win."
BY KEAGAN RUSSO
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Since rug is a club at Colby, team this year is much farther along than it was at great defensive game, and as coaches, we were
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proud of how the team really came to play with a
disposal. Many of those who things are run a bi t di f ferently this point last year."
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great deal of intensity." Unfortunately, Colby lost
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from other interscholastic sports.
Over the years, Colby's rugby
the match to rival Bates in three games, w ith
statistics.
racking
up
impressive
in
this
match,
bench
last
year
are
now
ready
t
o
Conch Weggler generally holds
football club has distinguished
,
,
and
five
aces
scores
n
i
ne
d
i
gs
of 5-15, 3-15, and 5-15. The players and .,,
Cuiffo
had
nine
kills,
fill
in
the
spots
of
tlie
six
departed
two practices a week, lending supitself as one of the tightest-knit
and
set
,
one
kill,
coaches
weren't too disheartened with their play, 4
port where it ib needed, Many , whi le Fiebelkorn had 17 ass ists
groups in the Colby community, Jt seniors,
skill.
though.
"Tlie scores do not do the match justice,"
exceptional
the
ball
for
her
teammates
with
Key return ing players include times the captains will take comwas this closeness that made last
i
nly
so
far
Of
note
In
the
f
i
rst
game
an
d
certa
iors Geoff Starr, at scrumhalf plete control of the practices; It is
year 's team one of the most feared sen
and Peter Angwenyi, at outside this unique coaching style, along tliis season was an overall solid game from senior SeeWOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL,continued on page 11
in the nation, and is what should
center, Russ Mink '02 begins his
prove , to be a pivotal factor in its first year at the crucial position of with occasional weekend teambuild ing exercises , that gives the
success again this year,
eight-man. , Senior co-enptotns,
7 Coming off of an amazing sen- Sean Scott and Normoyle shou ld team a "fraternhl", feel, according
¦
¦. , ¦
¦
•
.
, , 1
,
' , . , , ' ?¦ 1
son, in which the squad finished also play a large part in success of to newcomer Jeremy,Kessel '03.
Freshman Scott ,Slvo . was
fourth In tho notion, the men's the team,
Women 's soccer ties
After strong start ,
drawn
to the sport by the physical
rugby team has retained nine put
Coach "Bob," as his players
of the 18starting players from last affectionatel y call him, is confi- i yet laid-back philosophy of the
Clark after double overwomen 's tennis loses
;
.
yeai. 8 squad,
club,
"Whatever
the
philosophy,
time.
dent nhout the year. ; 'Tlhls, team
steam and falls to
Though it could be "too early has a good feel to it. They get;, ; junior jj. Abbdeely summed it ti p.
Wheaton In opene r.
to tell," as senior captain Dave along with each other, aind jiave
¦¦
Normoyle putp it/ this year should fufv " lie sfUd.V. .; . , • , '. ,-,. , - . ,. , ¦ .¦ , And there Is no doubt thatif it
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Rugby hungry for more success
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